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Based in Sweden with operations worldwide, New Wave Group designs, acquires
and develops brands and products in the corporate, sports, gifts and home
furnishings sectors with a focus on promotional products. The Group strives for
sustainable and profitable sales growth through expansion across the three
operating segments. The Group recently published its Annual and Sustainability
Report for 2020 and like it was for many others, it was a turbulent year for
them but it has not forced them to back down on their sustainability efforts, as
Torsten Jansson, New Wave Group’s CEO and majority shareholder, explains.

runs printing operations for, among
other things, pen and mug prints. In
Denmark, Dahetra owns a production
facility for embroidery and transfer
printing. In the US, AHEAD and Cutter &
Buck have some embroidery production.
Sustainability has been a priority for New
Wave Group from the start, and in recent
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Boda. It has sales organisations and its

years the company has strongly increased

1991 as a small screen-printing company.

own subsidiaries in 18 countries

the number of audited factories and

Through organic growth and many

worldwide. Most production is in Asia

products with sustainable characteristics

acquisitions, it has since evolved to

but the Group also owns a few factories.

while emissions for transport have also

become a listed multinational. New

In Sweden, its Seger and Termo brands

been reduced. The fact that they are very

Wave Group today is a European leader

have a production unit for knitted items

active in the sports and merchandising

in the promotional sector, with brands

and Orrefors Kosta Boda has glass

area is a driving force here, as they have

including Speedo, Craft, and Kosta

making facilities. In Poland, Toppoint

to keep pace with the big sportswear
brands and fulfil the strict requirements
of the clubs.
But sustainability also is an integral
part of the Group’s mission and vision,
as Mr. Jansson emphasises. “Our
business is defined by a long-term
approach and it is important for us to
adapt business solutions that are
financially
sustainable

profitable,
from

a

but

also

social

and

environmental perspective. Therefore,
we work for sustainable development
that maximises our contribution to
globally agreed goals for sustainable
development and create long-term
value for the company and thus for our
stakeholders. We work continuously to
integrate sustainability in the core of
our every-day business operations.”
In his view, arguably the biggest
sustainability challenge is to get the
customers on board to be able to shift
away from production towards more
service provision and new business
models. “For example offer to repair
products, sell second-hand or offer
rental of products. To be successful, it
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must be in the customer’s interest to
buy fewer and longer-lasting items,
repair damaged products, recycle, or
buy second hand, for example.”
He adds: “We strive for a continuous
dialogue to ensure good relationships
and understand the expectations of
different stakeholders. Depending on
what type of stakeholder, we have
different channels for communication.
Considering a global supply chain and
communication with suppliers, our
systematic work with Corporate Social
Responsibility plays a central role. This
means actively setting requirements
and supporting suppliers as well as
ensuring that resources are deployed
where they are needed to comply with
the New Wave Group Code of Conduct.
We have adopted the amfori BSCI The
Code of Conduct, where New Wave
Group are members. As a member of

The Group recently published its Annual

Jansson. “Despite turbulent times and

amfori BSCI, New Wave Group is

and Sustainability Report for 2020 and

lost sales, we have not deviated from

obliged to implement and follow up the

Mr. Jansson readily admits it wasn’t an

sustainability. Instead of a setback in the

Code of Conduct through third-party

easy year, both from a business and

sustainability work, perhaps we got the

audits of our suppliers. In addition, our

sustainability perspective. “It was a

breathing break we needed to adjust and

own sourcing offices in China, India,

turbulent year and the figures are

meet a greater demand for products

Vietnam and Bangladesh are an

difficult to compare with a “normal”

where sustainability is built-in.”

important part of our social and

year, but the biggest achievement was a

environmental responsibility in the

significant increase in the number of

supply chain. Local presence makes it

products with sustainability attributes

easier to visit, support and train our

in the companies,” says Mr. Jansson.

suppliers in sustainability questions.”

“In addition, the corona pandemic
accelerated a digital transformation

In sustainability, New Wave Group plans

which

include an increased focus on linked to

sustainability perspective. More digital

circularity and the development of

meetings, less business trips and a

products that, for example, enable reuse

decrease of printed sales material.”

is

also

positive

from

a

of the material. More hands-on priorities
include to continue to increase the

Short term, however, the pandemic did
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with policies and values,” emphasises Mr.

